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Money, bank debt and business cycles: between 
economic development and financial crises 

D A V I D B H O L A T 

Mistakes happen. These include errors in undertaking economic enter
prise. In an advanced market economy, the space and time between the 
input of factors of production and the consumption of outputs is wide. 
Thus, commerce in the present unfolds over hazardous and high stakes 
horizons, reflecting the fact that future wants cannot be known with 
certainty. To some extent, the capriciousness of consumer demand is the 
by-product of advanced advertisement techniques which constantly create 
new needs.' But more fundamentally, the dynamic nature of consumption 
reflects the non-linear development of the self as such - changes over the 
course of life in what individuals want and need - which we ourselves are 
not always able to anticipate until it is encountered or revised by 'stimulus 
and suggestion'.2 Given the time inconsistency of even our self, any enter
prise in an advanced market economy carries uncertainty that prospective 
profits have been miscalculated, such that expenditures end up exceed
ing revenue.3 The eternal economizing dilemma - what to produce and 
when, given scarce resources and budget constraints - is therefore rooted 
in the still more fundamental existential question 'What is to be done? 
How ought we to live?' we continually refine, but never resolve.'1 Given 
these realities, financial loss for some firms and the families they support 
are intractable outcomes in a dynamic commercial economy. 

However, when market miscalculations are clustered in space and time, 
suspicion rightly arises that this correlation may have a common cause. 
When, in addition, these clusters are cyclical, their repeated experience 
elicits the need for theory to explain them. While cycles are common in 

' T. Veblen, Tlieory of the Modern Business Enterprise (New York: Camino Classics, 2005). 
2 E Knight, Ethics of Competition (Piscataway, NJ: Transaction Publishers, 1997), p. 42. 
3 E Knight, Risk Uncertainty, and Profit (Charleston, SC-.Nabii Press, 2010). 
4 L. Tolstoy, What ts To Be Done? (Rockville, MD: Wildside Press, 2007). 
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nature, they are cause for despair in human history. This is so because \ 
cycles signify not simply repetition, but regression.5 The more times \ 
human history repeats itself - mistakes assuming cyclical form - the j; 
more intractable and ossified problems become. Hence 'cycles', full stop, \ 
are not explanations for economic crises, but rather, indicate a problem } 
requiring further intellectual investigation. j 

Although each business cycle is unique and has diverse sources, we \ 
should suspect that the main culprit in amplifying economic errors is an j 
institution whose scale and scope is as broad and as deep as the miscal- \ 
culations themselves. In modern economies, the institution that best fits 
this description is money. Money functions as the unit of account accord- ! 
ing to which the price of goods and services are reckoned, the standard ( 
by which profits and losses are measured, and the medium of exchange j 
which activates production and enables consumption. Intuitively then, a f 
general theory of economic errors should make reference to money and, • 
by extension, institutions such as the banking system whose debts help j 
constitute it. Indeed, a financial crisis might be best defined as an episode j 
which casts doubt on the monetary system, thus threatening the means j 
of payment which the market economy presupposes in order to function j 
at all. 6 f 

Yet the simple proposition that money matters is more controversial j 
than might be suspected. Neither New Keynesianism nor neo-Classical 
economics - the orthodox paradigms in economics from the mid-1980s \ 
up until the present - attributed much significance to measures of money \ 
before the current crisis.7 As ex-Federal Reserve Governor Larry Meyer 
has pointed out, 'money plays no explicit role in today's consensus j 
macro model, and it plays virtually no role in the conduct of monetary { 
policy'.8 

A conversation I had with a finance academic at Oxford University 
in 2006 is indicative. When I voiced alarm that the Federal Reserve had 

s G. Hegel, The Philosophy of History, John Siibree (trans.) (Mineola, NY: Dover Publications, j 

2004), p. 54. ! 
6 F.Capie, October 201I,'British FinancialCrises in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries', 

paper presented at Oxford University; L. Telser, 'Securing the Means of Payment: The > 
Ultimate Requisite of a Modern Economy', The Economists' Voice 5.3 (2008); K. Hart, 'The 
Financial Crisis and the End of All Purpose Money,' Economic Sociology European Electronic 

Newsletter 12.2 (2011), pp. 4-10. j 
7 T. Congdon, Money in a Free Society: Keynes, Friedman, and the Neiv Crisis in Capitalism \ 

(New York: Encounter Books, 2011), pp. xxiii-xxviii. 
8 C. Goodhart, February 2007, 'Whatever Became of the Monetary Aggregates?', LSE Finan

cial Markets Group Paper Series Special Paper 172, pp. 2-3. 

ceased publication of the M3 monetary aggregate at a time when broad 
money was expanding relative to Gross Domestic Product (GDP), my 
concerns were dismissed by the counterargument that monetary growth 
was a sign of economic prosperity akin to an expansion in the volume of 
commodities produced by the real economy. 

Note that the contemporary neglect of the special economic signifi
cance of money is a stark alteration in theoretical fashions from the 1970s 
and 1980s, when Milton Friedman and Monetarism dominated the disci
pline. Monetarism's conceptual calling card was a sophisticated version of 
the quantity theory of money, in which changes in the money stock were 
interpreted as leading indicators of nominal income, price inflation and 
overall economic activity.9 But by the mid-1980s, Monetarism had lost 
currency, so to speak. Monetarists lacked clear consensus about which 
monetary aggregates to target because of the vulnerability of such aggre
gates to institutional innovations (in the 1980s, for instance, the spread 
of instantly cashable 'savings accounts'). Moreover, critics noted the poor 
correlation between monetary growth and short-term economic fluctua
tions because the velocity of money-the speed at which £1 circulates in the 
economy - muddles a one-to-one relation between the quantity of money 
and price. In addition, critics expressed concerns about reverse causal
ity, since independent increases in aggregate demand and prices might 
stimulate bank lending and thus monetary growth.1 0 Taken together, the 
cumulative consequence of these critiques was to shift macroeconomics 
away from analysis of the volume and velocity of monetary aggregates to 
interest rates and output gaps as the key intermediate operational targets 
for monetary policy.11 

Although the proximate factor for the relative neglect of money by 
many modern macroeconomists stems from the perceived failures of 
Monetarism in the early 1980s, economic incredulity towards the real 
economic significance of money goes back much further. In fact, such 
scepticism is found at the very origins of economics, when the field in 
its modern form appeared in opposition to the Mercantilist conflation 
of metallic money with wealth. Hence, Adam Smith pejoratively referred 
to money as 'dead stock*, in contrast to fixed capital investments, which 

9 M. Friedman, Money Mischief: Episodes in Monetary History {Orlando, FL: Mariners 
Books, 1994). 

1 0 W. Greider, Secrets of the Temple: How the Federal Reserve Runs the Country (New York: 
Touchstone, 1989); N. Kaldor,'How Monetarism Failed', Challenge 28.2 (1985). 

1 ' Congdon, Money in a Free Society. 
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he viewed as the source of real wealth'.12 In some respects, assumptions 
built into the models used by current economists embody their founding 
fathers' attitude about the properly subordinate role money should play 
in the economy. Yet this normative commitment, when not understood 
as such, can blind analysts to the powerful role of wealth effects and 
monetary illusions in the real world. However much we may sympathize 
with Hume's postulate that 'money is not, properly speaking one of the 
subjects of commerce but only the instrument which men have agreed 
upon to facilitate the exchange of one commodity for another', such a 
perspective is anachronistic in a world where money is itself the most 
heavily traded commodity via foreign exchange (forex) markets.13 

The minor role for money in modern macroeconomics explains why 
the predominant focus of the field is on pathways from real economic 
instability to banking crises, rather than the reverse.'4 Although details 
vary, the sequence in most models starts from the proposition that wors
ening economic conditions impair the net worth of borrowers and/or 
the worth of their collateral, causing banks to make fewer loans and/or 
lend at higher rates, which in turn causes contractions in demand and 
still worse economic conditions.15 Note, however, that the adverse shocks 
starting this sequence are presupposed rather than explained. Moreover, 
they are implicidy exogenous of the financial sector. While banks and 
other financial institutions are positioned in these models as amplifying 
business cycles, they are not identified as their primary cause.16 

The premise of this chapter is that this perspective on the relationship 
between the real economy and money is inadequate for explaining recent 
events. For example, in spite of concerns about rising loan-to-value and 
loan-to-income ratios in the housing market, the number of mortgage 
arrears as a percentage of all loans, and their financial value, is smaller in 

1 2 A. Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes ofthe Wealth of Nations, 2 voh. (University 

of Chicago Press, 1976), vol. 1, p. 309. 
1 3 D. Hume, 'Of Money', Writings on Economics, Eugene Rotwein (ed.) (University of 

Wisconsin Press, 1970), p. 33. 
1 4 A recent exception is M. Schularick and A. Taylor, 'Credit Booms Gone Bust: Monetary 

Policy, Leverage, Cycles and Financial Crises, 1870-2008', Centre for Economic Policy 

Research Discussion Paper Series 75 70 (/uly 2011). 
1 3 B. Bernanke and M. Gertler, 'Agency costs, net worth, and business fluctuations', American 

Economic Review 79A 14-31 (1989). 
1 6 A recent survey of the literature on the links between the real economy and the financial 

sector ts Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, 'The Transmission Channels between 
the Financial and Real Sectors: A Critical Survey of the Literature', BIS Working Paper 18 
(February 2011). 
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the UK today than comparative figures during the 1990s recession. Thus, 
the recent economic crisis in the UK does not appear to have been caused 
by domestic insolvency shocks external to the banking sector. Rather, 
the crisis in the UK appears to have started with liquidity disturbances 
internal to the global banking system, which then spilled over into the 
real economy, with subsequent negative impacts on employment, output 
and the credit rating of sovereign bonds. Recent events, therefore, call 
for recovery and renewal of an older economic tradition which treated 
money and banks as fundamental to the explanation of business cycles.17 

Although crises, like consumers, are adaptive and dynamic, major global 
downturns are not stochastic 'black swan' shocks, but patterned events 
correlated with banking crises, with the sector featuring prominently in 
both the Great Depression and the ongoing Great Recession.18 While 
economic errors may not always and everywhere be a monetary phe
nomenon, the role of money and banks warrants more scrutiny than they 
have been given in recent years by macroeconomists. 

The remit of this chapter is therefore to critically review other, older 
frameworks for understanding the relationship between the availability 
of bank credit, and economic development and crises. In the process of 
re-presenting these frameworks, the chapter also clarifies key conceptual 
terms presumed by this edited volume, such as 'money', 'banking', and 
'economic development'. Observe that I forsake any claim that this chap
ter's explanation of these concepts corresponds to how other contributors 
use and understand these terms. Indeed, my premise is that because these 
terms are now so pervasive and plural, they have lost their precision. Given 
current economic conditions, a more systematic reflection on them seems 
in order. 

The chapter unfolds as follows. It first considers what distinguishes 
banking from other financial institutions. The key point made is that 
banks gain their socio-structurai significance in the UK economic system 
because their liabilities {namely, sight deposits) function as money.19 In 
elaborating this point, I return to the insights of Joseph Schumpeter, who 

1 7 A good survey of this literature is offered by J. Toporowski, Tlieories of Financial Distur

bances: An Examination of Critical Theories ofFinance from Adam Smith to the Present Day 

(Cheltenham: Edward Eigar Press, 2005). 
1 8 S. Keen, Debunking Economics: The Naked Emperor Dethroned? (London: Zed Books, 

2011), p. xi. 
1 9 cf J. Tobin, 'Commercial banks as creators of "money"', in Banking and Monetary Studies, 

D. Carson (ed.) (Homewood, III.: Richard Irwin Incorporated, 1963); C. Goodhart, The 
Evolution of Central Books (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1988). 
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is among the most famous economists to have argued that the bank
ing system's money-making capacity makes them more important than 
capital markets in generating economic growth. At the same time, this 
capacity renders banks structurally brittle, with leverage threatening their 
solvency, and the peculiar legal liability of sight deposits making them 
ripe for runs. 

The precarious funding structure of banks poses risks not only for 
themselves, but also potentially to the economic system as a whole. The 
third section of this chapter then explores the possible systemic risk banks 
can pose, by returning to Friedrich Hayek's argument that the prac
tice of maturity transformation, i.e. 'borrowing short and lending long', 
can induce investment incompatible with consumer preferences. Hayek's 
argument is particularly insightful because it encourages us to think about 
the effects of money not only on general price inflation, but also on the 
specific kinds of commodities produced by the real economy and the dis
tributional consequences of asymmetric access to additional purchasing 
power enabled by banks' debt issuing. 

Thus, Schumpeter and Hayek have been chosen for comparison not 
simply because they were coincidentally both Austrian, but more justi
fiably because they give different emphasis to the benefits and costs of 
banks in modern market economies. The chapter is preliminary. It does 
not seek to take sides. Instead it aims to critically assess both positions, 
and to do so in light of recent events. Finally, the chapter concludes by 
speculating on the future to which the present is leading. Although a 
short-term contraction in the quantity of available credit is the most 
obvious consequence of recent events, a qualitative expansion in the same 
period of objects posted to secure lending demonstrates the resilience of 
capitalism rather than its crisis. 

I . Lending on leverage 

The trouble much economics has with incorporating money into models 
is illustrated by the difficulty it has with offering an adequate explana
tion for its existence. Most models begin by positing a 'cash-in-advance 
constraint', portraying money as a useful media of exchange devel
oped to solve coordination problems caused by the absence of a double 
coincidence of wants, which allegedly hampers barter economies.20 In 
other words, much economics takes a transaction cost approach to 

2 0 G . Ingham, The Nature of Money (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2004), p. 17; cf N. Kiyotaki 
and R. Wright, 'On Money as a Medium of Exchange', Journal of Political Economy 97 
(1989), 927-54. 
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explaining money, seeking to ground its origins in the past on the basis 
of the present benefits it confers. However, the problem with this func
tionalist explanation is that it does not correspond to historical facts. 
As anthropologist Caroline Humphrey has pointed out, 'No example of 
a barter economy, pure and simple, has ever been described let alone 
the emergence from it of money'.21 Instead, most objects which later 
developed into mediums of exchange emerged outside of the market, as 
artefacts in religious ceremonies or recompense initially pertaining to 
legal proceedings.22 

The transaction cost approach for explaining the existence of banking 
is similarly unsatisfying. According to this approach, banks reduce search 
costs by substituting ad hoc arrangements with a permanent channel 
to connect savers and borrowers; lower bargaining costs because they 
make use of standardized agreements; and reduce enforcement costs by 
acquiring specialized expertise in monitoring loans, collecting informa
tion which allows them to distinguish good from bad borrowers with 
greater acuity than non-experts.23 Note that the transaction cost advan
tages ascribed to banks can be attributed to financial intermediaries more 
generally.24 Categorical commensuration has been catalyzed by institu
tional developments propitious to it, namely, the advent ofthe universal 
banking model in Britain. Since trading profits and financial advisory 
fees now constitute the primary source of operating income for the sec
tor, the specific practice of banking — accepting deposits and making 
loans - might seem of secondary importance. Indeed, before the finan
cial crisis, many academics emphasized capital markets at the expense 
of banking, because of the growing significance of securities over loans 
as direct sources of external finance for large firms.25 Indeed, one often 
detects a tacit teleology in the economic literature that banks are financial 
organizations specially suited to 'backward' countries, which give way to 
capital markets in more 'advanced' ones.26 

2 1 Quoted in D. Graeber, Debt: The First 5,000 Years (Brooklyn, NY: Melville House, 2011), 
p. 29. 

2 2 P. Grierson, 'The Origins of Money', Research in Economic Anthropology 1 1-35 (1978). 
2 3 R Mishkin, 'Assymetric Information and Financial Crises: A Historical Perspective', in 

Financial Markets and Financial Crises, R. Glenn Hubbard (ed.) (University of Chicago 
Press, 1991), pp. 69-108, pp. 73-4. 

2 4 F. Mishkin, The Economics af Money, Banking, and Financial Markets (8th edn.) (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 2008), pp. 35-9. 

2 5 S. Sassen, The Global City: New York, London, Tokyo (Princeton University Press, 2001), 

p. 7. 
2 6 A. Gerschenkron, Economic Backwardness in Historical Perspective (Cambridge, MA: 

Harvard University Press, 1962). 
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Yet it is salient to consider that bank assets as a percentage of GDP 
have risen in most developed countries over the last thirty years, refuting 
the view that the economic importance of banks has diminished over 
time. 2 7 For example, British banks today hold assets of five-times GDP, 
compared to the nineteenth century, when they were equal to around 5 per 
cent.28 Nevertheless, arguments supporting the intuition that banks are 
special types of financial institutions need not rest on empirical evidence 
subject to circumstantial changes, such as whether bank representatives 
exercise control over directors in corporate boardrooms.29 Rather, as will 
be developed, an analytical position which accords primacy to banks 
can be defended on the structural fact that banks' debt acts as money. 
Consequently, while equities and bonds intermediate an existing stock of 
money between borrowers and lenders, the banking system can make new 
money by issuing debt over and above existing savings.30 The dynamic, 
money-making function of the banking system is completely obscured 
by transaction cost approaches which analogize banks to other forms of 
finance and foster a reductionist view that bank debt, bonds and equity 
are simply substitutes for each other.31 

In order to appreciate this point, it is helpful to have a clear definition 
of money and banks. Money may be defined as a special form of credit 
which conventionally acts as a means of final payment. Viewed from the 
other side of the ledger, money could also be described as a special form 
of debt, a liability 'not against any specific person but against the entire 
community, one that is unconditional as to where, when, against what, 
or whom it may be exercised'.32 One form of debt which has historically 
functioned as money in England is sovereign debt, such as tally sticks 
issued by the Treasury until 1826 as a record of tax liabilities owed to the 
government or, more recently, paper notes issued by the government's 

2 1 S. Heffernan, Modem Banking (Chichester: Wiley and Company), pp. 75-6. 
2 8 Bank of England, 'The Bank of England and Prudential Regulatory Authority: Our 

Approach to Banking Supervision' (May 2011), avaiiable at www.bankofengland.co.uk/ 
publications/other/financialstability/uk_regJ"ramework/pra_approach.pdf (last accessed 
10 January 2013). 

2 9 See R. Hilferding, Finance Capital: A Study of the Latest Phase of Capitalist Development, 

Morris Watnick and Sam Gordon (trans.) (London: Routledge, 1981). 
3 0 B. Bossone, 'What Makes Banks Special? A Study of Banking, Finance, and Economic 

Development', World Bank Policy Research Paper 2408 {1999). 
1 1 E . Fama, 'Banking in the Theory of Finance', Journal of Monetary Economics 6 39-57 

(1980). 
n M. Moini, 'Toward a General Theory of Credit and Money', Review of Austrian Economics 

14.4 267-317, 301-4 (2001). 
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bank, the Bank of England, which represented its bona fide debt to pay 
domestic bearers precious metal until 1914.33 But sovereign debt is not 
the only kind of debt which can circulate as a means of payments, i.e. as 
money. In theory, any debt might become money so long as a community 
accepts it as such. 

In fact, the dominant form of money in the UK today is bank debt. 
By most estimates, private bank debts constitutes over 97 per cent of the 
monetary media, conventionally labelled M-4, while government-issued 
notes and coin account for less than 3 per cent.34 What has historically 
enabled bank debt to function as a cash substitute is a unique type of 
bank liability referred to as sight deposits. Sight deposits are liabilities 
legally payable to the account holder on demand, at par, without penalty. 
Banks are therefore special kinds of financial institutions by virtue of 
the fact that their liabilities act as money. So defined, 'banks' encompass 
other businesses in the UK such as building societies and credit unions, 
although, given the relative asset size of nominal banks, the term 'bank' 
in this chapter refers primarily to this sub-group.35 

The instantly exercisable option the public holds on sight deposits 
makes banks vulnerable to liquidity crises, since deposit debt greatly 
exceeds the physical cash it represents. For instance, at year end 2010, 
British banks held only around 0.1 per cent of their total assets in cash 
and coin. The British banking system is therefore more precisely termed 
a 'fractional-reserve' banking system, because banks hold only a fraction 
of cash and coin against deposit liabilities, in contrast to 'full reserve' 
banking systems, where banks act as depositories and fully back them 
with legal tender.36 Although banks employ intricate management tech
niques to deal with liquidity demands, their efficacy may be weakest when 
needed most, as liquidity crises are characterized by the fact that ordinarily 

3 3 J. Ryan-Collins, T. Greenham, R. Werner and A. Jackson, Where does Money come from? 
A Guide to the UK Monetary and Banking System (London: New Economics Foundation, 
2011). 

3 4 F. Hutchinson, M. Mellor and W. Olsen, The Politics of Money: Toward Sustainability and 
Economic Democracy (London: Pluto Press, 2002). 

3 5 The chapter thus excludes so-called Constant Net Asset Value Funds not officially backed 
by government deposit insurance, but which also offer sight deposits redeemable on 
par without penalty. P. Tucker, 21 January 2010, 'Shadow Banking, Financial Markets 
and Financial Stability,' speech to BGC Partner Seminar, London, available at www. 
bankofengland.co.uk/publicalions/speeches/2010/speech420.pdf, p. 4 (last accessed 10 
January 2013). 

3 6 R. Phillips, The Chicago Plan and New Deal Banking Reform (Armonk, NY: M.E. Sharpe, 
1995). 
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marketable assets are no longer so. In sum, a fundamental structural chal
lenge posed by the existing monetary system is that its dominant currency 
consists of the nominally fixed liabilities of banks backed by assets that 
fluctuate in value over time. 3 7 The fact that most money today is private 
bank debt means that occasional proposals to 'denationalize money' over
look the reality that this has in part been achieved already.38 As Joseph 
Schumpeter once quipped, to claim that money today is 'the creature of 
the state is as true and as false as to say that the institution of marriage is 
a creature of law'.39 

Indeed, Schumpeter remains a treasure trove of insights on the spe
cial role played by banks in developed market economies, an issue he 
discusses at length in his Theory of Economic Development. Schumpeter's 
ambition in that book is to explain why productivity improvements in 
the modern world 'recur"10 at rates above rises in population so as to 
constitute a distinctive growth path he termed 'economic development' -
an economy which not only increases its quantitative output, but also 
perpetually changes the qualitative composition of commodities. As is 
well known, Schumpeter cast entrepreneurs in the starring role, because 
their innovative techniques raise productivity, cut costs and lead to the 
more efficient and differentiated production of commodities. However, 
less known is the equal emphasis Schumpeter placed on banks in the 
process of economic development. The significance Schumpeter ascribed 
to banks can be gleaned from his comment that 'capitalism' is distin
guished from other economic systems by 'the additional phenomenon of 
credit creation - by the practice of financing enterprise by bank credit'.41 

According to Schumpeter, the banker 'makes possible the carrying out of 
new combinations, authorizes people, in the name of society as it were to 
form them' because the banker is 'not so much primarily a middleman in 
the commodity "purchasing power" as a producer of this commodity', and 
for this reason the banker is the very 'ephor of the exchange economy'.42 

1 7 C . Goodhart, The Central Bank and the Financial System (London: Macmillan Press, 

1995), p. 4. 
18 See?. Hayek, Denationalization af Money (London: Institute of Economic Affairs, 1978). 
1 9 J. Schumpeter, A History of Economic Analysis (Oxford University Press, 1996), p. 1090. 
1 0 E X . Jones, Growth Recurring: Economic Change in World History (Ann Arbor: University 

of Michigan Press, 1988). 
1 1 J. Schumpeter, Capitalism, Socialism, Democracy (New York: Harper Press, 1976), p. 167. 
I Z J. Schumpeter, The Theory of Economic Development: An Inquiry into Profits, Capital, 

Credit, Interest, and the Business Cycle (Piscataway, NJ: Transaction Publishers, 1982), 

p. 74. Emphasis in original. 
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The spirit of Schumpeter's comments is best appreciated by recall
ing that when banks make loans and thus create deposits, the bank has 
increased the availability of credit to the loan recipient without diminish
ing the 'purchasing power' of other creditors (depositors), who are still 
able to use their bank deposits as a means of payment. Thus, when a bank 
extends credit through a loan (a bank asset), it can then open a deposit 
account for the loan recipient (a bank liability) which inverts the taken-
for-granted temporal sequence that savings must precede investment.43 

As Schumpeter appreciated, 'Banks... no longer... "lend their deposits" 
or "other people's money" but . . . "create deposits"... what the banker 
does with money cannot be done with any other commodity'.44 

On the basis of such considerations, Schumpeter argued for an elective 
affinity between banking and economic development. Since banks multi
ply the amount of money in circulation, they greatly increase the purchas
ing power available to budding entrepreneurs, who otherwise would need 
to finance themselves from a smaller pool of savings. While the immediate 
impact of bank lending may be price inflation, as entrepreneurs use new 
'purchasing power' to bid up factors of production (land and labour), 
Schumpeter argued that the long-run effect of banks is deflationary. As 
factors of production are redeployed in more efficient enterprises through 
the mediation of banks, the quality and quantity of commodities increase, 
costs and prices fall, and loans are repaid.45 

The actual historical evidence with respect to the role played by banks 
in economic development is mixed.4 6 For example, economic growth dur
ing the British Industrial Revolution was primarily financed from firms' 
retained earnings rather than bank lending.47 In the nineteenth century, 

4 3 V. Chick, 'The Evolution of the Banking System and the Theory of Saving, Investment 
and Interest', Money, Method, and Keynes: Selected Essays of Victoria Chick, P. Arestis and 
S. Dow (eds.) (London: Macmillan, 2009), pp. 79-92. 

4 4 Schumpeter, History of Economic Analysis, p. 320. 
4 5 Schumpeter, Theory of Economic Development, p. 245. 
4 6 For an excellent overview of the debate, see M. Collins, Banks and Industrial Finance in 

Britain, 1800-1939 (Cambridge University Press, 1991). 
4 7 G . Herrigel, 'Corporate Governance', The Oxford Handbook of Business History, G . Jones 

and J. Zeitlin (eds.) (Oxford University Press, 2009), pp. 470-500; A. Chandler, Scale 

and Scope: Dynamics of Industrial Capitalism (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 
1990), especially pp. 235-392. Particularly during the nineteenth century, banks often 
allocated funds on non-price criteria such as family connections and status. For an 
excellent regional study exploring this topic, see M. Phillips, A History of Banks, Bankers, 

& Banking in Northumberland, Durham, and North Yorkshire illustrating the commercial 
developmettt of the North of England, From 1755 to 1894 (London: Effingham, Wilson, 8c 
Company, 1894). 
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most assets held by the largest British banks were short-dated, foreign 
bills of exchange, rather than long-term loans to domestic industry.118 

Therefore, while Schumpeter's view of banks as handmaidens of indus
trial enterprise possessed plausibility within the Continental European 
context in which he was writing, it appears over-generalized if taken as a 
necessary feature of banking as such.49 Indeed, the deflationary view of 
banks Schumpeter championed is compromised i f the main borrowers 
of 'purchasing power' are buying and consuming existing assets rather 
than creating new ones. Under these conditions, a tension may develop 
between two incompatible incentives: a conflict between the public good 
in having stable monetary growth and price stability, on the one hand, and 
the profit incentive of private banks to increase the availability of credit, 
on the other.50 The recent spread of securitization arguably exacerbated 
this tension, enabling banks to increase their origination volume without 
full regard to credit risks, since loans could be sold off-balance sheet to 
other investors.51 

In theory, the same capital structure which makes debt important on 
both sides of bank balance sheets also acts as a limit to its over-issue. 
Banks are more 'leveraged' than other types of businesses, meaning they 
finance operations predominantly through debt rather than equity. A high 
debt-to-equity ratio means banks are particularly prone to insolvency. In 
2006, for example, median bank leverage, defined as the ratio between 
assets and equity, was approximately twenty-five.52 This meant that only 
a 4 per cent financial loss could make most British banks insolvent. The 
recent implementation of mark-to-market accounting should have made 
banks even more sensitive to possible bankruptcy, since equity capital is 

4 8 P.L. Cottrell, 'Domestic finance, 1860-1914', The Cambridge Economic History of Modern 

Britain Volume II: Economic Maturity, 1860-1939 (Cambridge University Press, 2004). 
4 9 T. Guinnane, 'Delegated Monitors, Large and Small: Germany's Banking System, 1800-

1914', Journal of Economic Literature 40.1 73-124 (March 2002); cf C. Fohlin, 'Universal 
Banking in Pre-World War I Germany: Model or Myth?' Explorations in Economic History 

36 305^3(1999). 
5 0 New Economics Foundation, Evidence to the Independent Commission on Banking 

(2011), p. 3, available at http://bankingcommission.independent.gov.uk/?pageJd=l 1 (last 
accessed 10 January 2013). 

5 1 Although, as more acute analyses have revealed, the banking sector remained heavily 
exposed to securitized products through the holding of their own or other banks' securi
ties, as well as through credit guarantees to special purpose investment vehicles. G. Gortun, 
'The Subprime Panic', Natianal Bureau of Economic Research Working Paper 14398 (2008), 

pp. 28-9. 
5 2 Bank of England, Financial Stability Report 25 (2009), p. 21. 
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jeopardized not only by the writing of bad loans, but also sudden and 
unexpected falls in the market price of trading book assets.53 

However, in spite of the spectre of insolvency, British banks vastly 
increased their leverage in the late twentieth century, with particular 
sharpness in the new millennium. In recent years, leverage in the banking 
sector was five-times the magnitude of what it was at the close of the 
nineteenth century.54 A recent, often-cited factor for the increasing 
leverage of British banks is that the UK tax code allows corporations to 
deduct interest paid on debt from bank profits, but does not confer equal 
treatment for dividends paid on stock.55 In this vein, it is sometimes noted 
that recent changes in accounting regimes make it more difficult for banks 
adequately to make provision against financial losses. Whereas in the past, 
banks could make general, undefined provisions, adoption of the Interna
tional and Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) in 2006 means banks are 
encouraged to make provisions only according to particular, well-defined 
asset classes, making financial preparation for 'known unknowns' 
more difficult. 5 6 Perhaps as a consequence, provisions as a percentage 
of total assets declined in the sector during the build-up to the 2007 
crisis. 

But while the role of tax and accounting rules contributed to increas
ing leverage, a more central factor seems to have been the 'shareholder 
value' paradigm which recently dominated managerial conceptions of 
best practice.57 One outcome of the predominance of the 'shareholder 
value' paradigm has been that return on equity (ROE) - the ratio of net 
income to common equity - has arguably become the most important 
metric used by investors and management to appraise the performance 
of banks. Suffice it to recall that at the start of 2007, soon-to-be-doomed 
Northern Rock was both the most highly leveraged bank and highest 

5 3 F. Allen and E . Carletti, 'Mark-to-market accounting and liquidity pricing', Journal of 
Accounting and Economics 45 358-78 (2008). 

5 4 Capie, 'British financial crises in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries'. 
5 5 D. Shoemaker, 'Removing tax advantages of debt is vital', Financial Times, 30 

December2010,avaUabIeatwww.ft.co./cms/s/0/0ab3e042-lleo-814c-00144feabdc0.html 
#axzz2aGOyjwFs (last accessed 10 January 2013). 

5 6 ENB Consulting, 'Overview ofthe Banking Sector', unpublished presentation (4 February 
2009). 

5 7 Bank leverage has also been subsidized by deposit insurance and other State guarantees. 
Although the exact value of these subsidies is not known, the Independent Commission on 
Banking believes they exceed £10 billion per yean Independent Commission on Banking, 

Find/Report (2011), p. 130. 
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rated stock in Europe.58 Set against a legal background of limited liability, 
where equity holders are fully rewarded for risk but partially insulated 
from losses,39 leverage allowed banks to increase their ROE through larger 
net income earned on a thinning layer of equity. 

However, the argument for making shareholders the primary benefi
ciaries of bank boards' fiduciary duties is debatable, given that only a 
fraction of bank funding comes from equity.60 Moreover, the downside 
to the 'shareholder value' paradigm manifested itself during the financial 
crisis, when some banks required additional share capital, but refrained 
from issuing it, for fear of diluting their equity holders' financial inter
ests, which, in any case, aligned with their own, given that bank execu
tives receive a sizable share of their compensation in the form of stock 
options.61 Rather than reduce leverage by issuing new equity or by reduc
ing payments to their staff and shareholders, British banks appear to have 
instead deleveraged by contracting lending. Consequently, although the 
size of the sector's Central Bank reserves has increased exponentially since 
2009, bank lending in the same period has been volatile and sometimes 
negative, meaning repayments are exceeding new loan flows. 

A fundamental interpretive decision is whether to view this contraction 
in bank lending as an independent or dependent variable. Viewed as an 
independent variable, banks determine (cause) the credit supply accord
ing to profit targets, constrained by internal risk models, regulation, and, 
above all, the willingness of Central Banks and banks as a sector to lend 
to each other. Alternatively, viewed as a dependent variable, bank credit 
creation or lack thereof is an effect of the loan demand expressed by the 
non-bank public. In reality, both views contain truth, and the relative 
strength of either interpretation changes with context. 

Whatever the case, the current crisis is misunderstood if conceived as a 
recession caused, first and foremost, by under-consumption and a credit 
crunch. Rather, the seeds for the bust were sown by an earlier, unsustain
able boom in Britain caused by over-consumption and negative savings. 

M. Onado, 'Northern Rock: Just the Tip of the Iceberg', The Failure of Northern Rock: 
A Multi-Dimensional Case Study, E Bruni and D. Llewellyn (eds.) (Vienna: SUERF-The 
European Money and Finance Forum, 2009), p. 104. 
P. Ireland, 'Property and contract in contemporary corporate theory', Legal Studies 23(3) 
453-509 (2003). 
J. Macey and M. O'Hara, 'The Corporate Governance of Banks', Federal Reserve Bank of 

New York Economic Policy Review 9.1 91-107, 93 {April 2003). 
K. French et al., The Squam Lake Report (Princeton University Press, 2010), p. 70. 
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In recent years UK household debt, defined as household liabilities as a 
percentage of nominal disposable income, exceeded 150 per cent, a level 
of indebtedness which, figured as a proportion of GDP, exceeds rates in 
the United States and the European Union. 6 2 Once the fabled land of 
Protestant parsimony, high levels of debt have become a common fact in 
Britain within a generation.63 

The larger volume of consumer credit and corresponding household 
debt in the years leadingup to the crisis is sometimes explained as the result 
of a 'global savings glut'.64 According to this hypothesis, large amounts 
of savings in Asian economies were recycled through banks accessing 
global wholesale markets, which then lowered interest rates and increased 
financial investment in recipient countries such as Britain. Whatever the 
merits of this thesis, its implications for domestic policy are less clear 
assuming a commitment to capital liberalization, since current account 
imbalances reflect structural differences in labour regulation and pro
ductivity between Europe and East Asia. Instead, it is helpful to clarify 
how banking by its very nature might keep interest rates lower than in an 
economy without a banking system, even in the absence of international 
flows and factors. 

I I . Fractional-reserve-banking and financialization 

In order to flesh out the potential relation between banking, lowered 
interest rates, and misdirected productions, it is helpful to return to the 
monetary theory of the business cycle proposed by Friedrich Hayek, who 
extended the insights of his mentor, Ludwig von Mises, and other prede
cessors working in the so-called Austrian School tradition of economics. 
For this reason, this section draws both from the writings of Hayek and 
subsequent Austrian School commentators in order to summarize what 
Mises called the circulation credit theory of the business cycle (CCT). 

6 2 Financial Services Authority, The Turner Review: A Regulatory Response to the Global 

Banking Crisis (2009), p. 13. 
6 3 Cf. M. Weber, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, Talcott Parsons (trans.) 

(Mineola, NY: Dover Press, 2003). 
6 4 B. Bernanke, 'The Global Saving Glut and the US Current Account Deficit', speech to 

Virginia Association of Economists, Richmond, Virginia, 10 March, 2005, available at 
www.federalreserve.gov/boarddocs/speeches/2005/200503102/default.htm (last accessed 

10 January 2013). 
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Although CCT is more commonly known as Austrian Business Cycle 
Theory (ABC), it builds on a theoretical edifice first constructed by the 
Swedish economist Knut Wicksell. Wicksell invoked the concept of the 
natural rate of interest as a heuristic for describing the price of money 
(the interest rate) in an economy with an inelastic currency. In this imag
inary economy, the theoretical or 'natural' rate of interest is determined 
principally by the supply of savings. In the real world, however, Wicksell 
observed that banks are able to extend credit in excess of savings, thereby 
lowering the market rate of interest below the 'natural' rate. According 
to Wicksell, such an artificially low interest rate will stimulate demand 
for bank loans, eventually inflating and distorting market prices. Writing 
at the turn of the twentieth century, Wicksell looked to the constraints 
of the gold standard to check such outcomes. According to Wicksell, this 
would occur because rising prices would increase the non-banking pub
lic's demand to convert their bank liabilities (deposits) into cash (gold). 
When this occurred, reserves would decrease and banks would be forced 
to raise interest rates to a level corresponding to the natural rate in order 
to stem outflows of gold. 6 5 

In the early twentieth century, Mises extended Wicksell's insights on 
the consequence of banks' lending lowering market interest rates below 
the rate that would otherwise prevail i f investment was funded only 
from the savings of an inelastic currency.66 Hayek then refined the theo
retical framework. The distinctive feature of Mises-Hayek business cycle 
theory is the claim that artificially lowered interest rates do not impact 
the price level uniformly, but do so through changes in the relative prices 
of commodities produced by different sectors. In effect, bank lending 
subsidizes investments which otherwise would not have taken place i f the 
natural rate of interest prevailed. Like all subsidies, bank debt (loans) thus 
influences the specific pattern of economic development by increasing the 
purchasing power ofthe particular industries to which it is extended.67 

On Wicksell, see D. Laidler, Fabricating the Keynesian Revolution: Studies of the Inter-war 

Literature on Money, the Cycle, and Unemployment (Cambridge University Press, 1999), 

p. 28. 
Some Austrians argue that the banking system has a distorting effect on interest rates only 
in a fiat money system with a Central Bank, but not under a free banking system based 
on a metallic standard. G. Selgin, Free Banking in Britain: Theory, Experience, and Debate, 
1800-1845 (London: Institute of Economic Affairs, 1984); G. Selgin and L . H . White, 'In 
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of Austrian Economics 9.2 83-107 (1996). 
While explaining the monetary sources of business cycles, Hayek did not offer any easy 
resolution for them. 'So long as we make use of bank credit as a means of furthering 
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In some respects, Hayek's version of ABC theory is a more formal 
statement of the common knowledge that banking involves maturity 
transformation. In other words, banks do not temporally match assets 
and liabilities, but 'borrow short and lend long'. The conventional wisdom 
is that maturity transformation produces interest rates more favourable 
to fixed capital investments than otherwise would be the case i f long-
term funding was exclusively determined by savers, because of the general 
propensity of the non-bank public to hold higher cash balances than 
banks.68 However, the benefits of banking for economic growth come 
with the potential cost that the inter-temp oral allocation of real resources 
via market prices may be distorted in the process. 

In order to understand why this may happen, recall that the interest 
rate may be defined as the price of money. Like all prices in a market 
economy, the interest rate may be interpreted as communicating con
sumer preferences. For instance, when the supply of savings increases, 
this indicates the public is willing to sacrifice present for future consump
tion. An increase in savings increases the funds available for investment 
and lowers the interest rate. Assuming, as Hayek did, that the expected 
rate of profit exceeds the interest rate - an assumption not without critics 
and particularly dubious during a depression69 - demand for loans will 
increase, as the prospective net present value of investments improves 
when discounted by a lower interest rate. According to Hayek, since 
investment in the production of capital goods, that is, intermediate goods 
such as machines and tools used to produce other goods, are especially 
interest rate sensitive, an increase in the supply of savings will stimu
late investment in this sector of the economy since outputs will come to 
fruition in the future which is when consumers will use their savings for 

economic development we shall have to put up with the resulting trade cycles. They are, 
in a sense, the price we pay for a speed of development exceeding that which people would 
voluntarily make possible through their savings, and which therefore has to be extorted 
from them.' Nevertheless, Hayek did draw the following policy conclusion. 'As soon as it 
is realised that, owing to the existence of banks the equilibraUng forces of the economic 
system cannot bring about the automatic adjustment of all its branches to the actual 
situation, which is described by classical economics theory, it is justifiable even from a 
liberal point of view that the banks should be subjected to degrees of publicity as to the 
state of their business which is not necessary in the case of other undertakings; and this 
would by no means imply a violation of the principle of business secrecy.. . ' FA Hayek, 
Monetary Theory and the Trade Cycle, N. Koldor and H . M. Croone (trans.) (New York: 
Sentry Press, 1933), pp. 189,190,239. 

6 3 Financial Services Authority, Turner Review, p. 68. 
6 9 M . Lavoie, Introduction toPost-KeynesianEconomics (London: PalgraveMacmillan, 2006), 

pp. 54-82. 
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expenditure.70 In this way, consumer time preference is reflected in the 
productive structure of the economy. 

However, the harmony between the price of money and productive 
structure of the economy is broken if the supply of bank credit exceeds 
actual savings. Although new investment in capital goods will occur if 
the expected rate of profit exceeds the cost of borrowing, an artificially 
lowered rate of interest causes the savings rate to fall. In other words, the 
non-bank public may bring forward their consumption, causing the price 
of final consumer goods to rise relative to capital goods. As this happens, 
according to Hayek investment projects in the capital goods sector will 
be abandoned, once it becomes apparent that they were stimulated by 
credit expansion rather than actual consumer demand.71 The mispricing 
of money thus propagates a temporal mismatch between the structure of 
production and consumer preferences, turning boom into bust.72 in his 
mature writings, Hayek suggests that the tipping point occurs when banks 
reduce the rate of growth in new credit extended because of concerns 
with rising leverage of their counterparties and the threat this poses to the 
banks' own solvency if counterparties default.73 A contraction in bank 
lending causes the price level to fall, and the subsequent slow reallocation 
of resources from incomplete investment projects to other uses results 
in a period of declining economic output and unemployment; in other 
words, a recession or even depression. 

Despite many merits, a key problem with Hayek's monetary theory 
of the business cycle is its rigid determinism, specifically the claim 
that the capital goods sector is necessarily the primary site of over-
expansion and malinvestment. The argument that 'the demand for 
money' is 'in the last resort a demand for capital goods' is a conclusion 

7 0 cf, F. Hayek, 'Monetary Policy in the United States after the Recovery of 1920', The 

Collected Works of F. A. Hayek Volume 5: Good Money: The New World Part I, S. Kresge 
(ed.) (University of Chicago Press, 1999), pp. 105-6, fn. 28. Hayek's argument is that 
low interest rates offer the greatest advantage to long-term investments because it lowers 
interest payments over a longer stretch of time. 

7 1 P. Bagus, 'Monetary Reform and Deflation - A Critique of Mises, Rothbard, Huerta de 
Soto and Sennholz', New Perspectives on Political Economy 4.2 131-57,139 (2008). 

7 2 These two paragraphs sum up key points made by R. Garrison, 'Austrian Business Cycle 
Theory', Business Cycles and Depressions; An Encyclopedia, D. Glasner (ed.), (London: 
Routledge, 1997), pp. 23-6; J. H. De Soto, Money, Bank Credit, and Economic Cycles, 

Melinda Stroup (trans.) (Auburn, AL: Ludwig von Mises Institute, 2006). 
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of bank lending. F. Hayek, 'Three Elucidations ofthe Ricardo Effect', 77 Journal of Political 
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that does not follow from the premise.74 This determinism is at odds 
with the broader belief expressed by Hayek that entrepreneurial activ
ity is dynamic and unpredictable. This presumably applies to banks qua 
entrepreneurs. Therefore, what is needed is the elaboration of a position 
'more faithful to Hayek than Hayek is to himself, to borrow a turn of 
phrase from, German philosopher Schleiermacher. This involves relax
ing Hayek's a priori assumption as to in which sector bank credit flows 
by empirically examining the statistical data at a particular period in 
history. 

In fact, doing so reveals that net lending to the financial, insurance, 
and real estate sector (FIRE) has greatly exceeded bank lending to non-
financial private corporations in recent years, with particular sharpness 
after 1980. Between 1998 and 2008, for example, sterling loans from 
British banks to financial companies grew by over 200 per cent relative to 
GDP, compared to 50 and 60 per cent for the household and private non-
financial sectors, respectively.75 Hayek's perspective on the distributional 
impact of differential bank lending is helpful for interpreting these facts. 
According to Hayek, those sectors which initially acquire new purchasing 
power gain a strategic advantage over other sectors because such funds 
allow them to outbid competitors for real resources.76 This increases 
the income of persons in the relatively privileged sector, next increasing 
the prices of commodities which they buy in increased quantity, which 
then increases the incomes of the sellers of these commodities, and so 
on. 7 7 However, those persons who receive funds last as they are spent 
into circulation, or never receive them at all, are relatively disadvantaged, 
because prices will have adjusted upward in response to the increased 
availability of credit.78 

7 4 See L. von Mises, The Theory of Money and Credit (Indianapolis, Ind.: Liberty Fund, 1981), 
p. 241. 

7 5 Independent Commission on Banking, Final Report, p. 50. 
7 5 De Soto, Money, Bank Credit, and Economic Cycles, p. 533. 
7 7 F. Hayek, Prices and Production (New York: Augustus M . Kelly, 1935), p. 9. 
7 8 M. Rothbard, The Mystery of Banking, 2nd edn. (Auburn: Ludwig von Mises Institute, 
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until the even surface wili be fully restored... But as long as we pour at a constant rate, 
the mound will preserve its height relative to the surrounding poo l . . , ' Hayek, 'Three 
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Thus, in the years prior to the crisis, when the flow of UK bank lending 
to the financial sector exceeded lending to other sectors, these eventualities 
could be interpreted as the financial sector disproportionately benefiting 
from the additional purchasing power granted by banks. This fact might 
partly explain why, in spite of increasing competition within the FIRE 
sector, financial profits remained high, contrary to the expectations of 
neo-classical theory.79 Such evidence is also broadly consistent with the 
thesis of'financialization' - the idea that the financial sector has accumu
lated claims and clout relative to other sectors of the economy over the 
last thirty years - suggesting a possible mechanism for why this may have 
occurred.80 Although more research needs to be conducted on this topic, 
the path-breaking scholarship of Friedrich Hayek and Joseph Schumpeter 
indicate the need to critically reconsider the relationship of money and 
banks to the business cycle. 

I I I . Conclusion 

The aim of this chapter has been to briefly arm readers with some initial 
intellectual equipment to understand why increasing the availability of 
bank credit is an ambiguous goal whose pursuit may foster either eco
nomic development or crisis.81 In particular, whether bank credit plays 
a progressive or destabilising role in the real economy is contingent on 
the form new money assumes, the sectors into which it is lent, and spare 
capacity in the economy. In recent years, when as much as two-thirds of 
balance sheets represented further lending to the financial sector, British 
banks may not have been giving credit where credit was due, so to speak.82 

Although securing lending with collateral may theoretically have reduced 
credit risk for individual banks, it may also have contributed to systemic 
risk in the sector as a whole. Bank lending to the FIRE sector increased 
the price of financial assets, which were then used to secure further bank 
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loans, with self-perpetuating circularity.83 When the crisis struck, collat
eral failed to do the work creditors wanted it to do. Creditors had recourse 
to assets whose market value was depressed and whose sale would have 
placed further downward pressure on prices and balance sheets.84 The 
availability of secured credit should therefore always be viewed cautiously 
and holistically as an equal and opposite accounting entry. Thus the irony 
that what had been praised in recent years as the 'democratization of 
credit' is now widely criticised as forced imposition to service debts. 

Yet, rather than diminish demand for debt finance, recent events have 
actually encouraged an expansion in the objects used to collateralize them. 
This striking enlargement in the scale and substance of secured transac
tions has occurred across markets. At the highest levels of haute finance, 
the crisis witnessed government lending upon a suite of securities beyond 
those conventionally classified as Central Bank eligible, and through rel
atively novel channels such as long-term reverse repos.85 At the same 
time, on the high street, pawnbrokers are proliferating because of the 
slowdown in consumer credit offered by banks, accepting as pledges cars, 
fine wine, 'anything really that has got a high value', states one pawn
broker manager.86 While the constellation of these trends is particular to 
the present, they are logical conclusions of financial culture, by which I 
mean that worldview which fabricates the existence of a uniform mone
tary substance existing behind sensuously diverse things, rendering them 
commensurate and capable of being leveraged.87 

In sum, our present evinces a complicated interplay of continuity and 
change, at a crossroads between economic development and financial 
crisis.88 The immediate result of recent events has been the unleashing 
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of widespread, i f inchoate, dissatisfaction with capitalism that places its 
specific configuration in flux. But the longer term legacy of our historical 
moment may well be the strengthening of financial culture, as evidenced 
by the further expansion in objects imagined as assets adequate to secure 
lending during the crisis. 
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Secured transactions law reform, UNCITRAL 
and the export of foreign legal models 

G E R A R D M c C O R M A C K * 

I . Introduction 

UNCITRAL, the United Nations Commission on International Trade 
Law, has produced a Legislative Guide on secured transactions, or secured 
credit law, as it is variously called.1 The Guide follows the broad contours 
of Article 9 of the United States Uniform Commercial Code, though it is 
not an exact copy. It aims to harmonize and modernize the law of secured 
credit across the globe.2 In UNCITRAL's view, the Legislative Guide will 
aid the growth of individual businesses and also general economic pros
perity. Harmonization and 'modernization' are assumed to equal 'liberal' 
security regimes and the facilitation of secured credit. In this chapter, 

The author would like to thank Terry Halliday and Peter Vincent-Jones for their input on 
earlier drafts of this chapter, but, of course, the the usual disclaimer applies. 

1 The Guide went through the U N General Assembly approval process in December 2008 -
U N General Assembly Resolution 63/121 - though the editorial revisions were only com
pleted in 2009 and an intellectual property annex was 'pre-released' on 15 July 2010. For 
the content of the Legislative Guide, see the UNCITRAL website, www.uncitral.org/, and 
for background, see B. Foex, L. Thevenoz and S. Bazinas (eds.), Reforming Secured Trans
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